Abstract-This letter devises a novel algorithm for cooperative spectrum sensing based on belief propagation (BP) for distributed wireless networks. The algorithm, called stochastic residual belief propagation (SR-BP), extends the use of residual belief propagation (R-BP) to distributed networks, improving the accuracy, convergence rate, and communication cost for cooperative spectrum sensing. We demonstrate that SR-BP converges to a unique fixed point under conditions similar to those ensuring convergence of asynchronous BP. Then, we develop a way to derive a probability distribution from the residual of each message. Finally, we provide numerical results to showcase the improvements in convergence speed, message overhead and detection accuracy of SR-BP.
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I. INTRODUCTION
C OGNITIVE radio promises a more efficacious use of spectrum as licensed bands can be used by opportunistic users, namely secondary users (SUs), when the primary users (PUs) are idle. There has been a large body of work addressing the problem of spectrum sensing and one prominent technique is cooperation between SUs to improve channel detection.
In particular, probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) [1] , a highly successful tool for reasoning coherently from limited and noisy observations, have recently gained great attention for cooperative spectrum sensing. For example, factor graphs were utilized in [2] to model the cooperative spectrum sensing problem. In addition, belief propagation (BP) was adopted for cooperative spectrum sensing in heterogeneous cognitive radio networks [3] . Earlier in [4] , a hidden Markov field model was recommended. Then both central using a fusion center [5] and distributed detection algorithms [6] have been proposed.
Despite the widespread use of BP, several non-trivial problems remain. Problematically, in PGMs with loops, BP often diverges and beliefs can become overpowered. For spectrum sensing where both the capacity for overhead communication and the time the SUs have to decide on transmission are limited and expensive, improving the above can greatly enhance the opportunistic communication. A lot of research has been carried out to address these issues and provide some insight into the dynamics and convergence properties of BP. In particular, Yedidia et al. in [7] demonstrated that BP can be interpreted as performing a constrained minimization of the so-called Bethe free energy. Convergence conditions were proposed in [8] - [10] . Moreover, algorithms that ameliorate the effects of cycles by weighting messages have been proposed in [11] , [12] . Remarkably, the importance of message scheduling in BP has also been recognized, and residual BP (R-BP) has hence been proposed as an algorithm implementing a greedy informed schedule for message passing [13] . This gave rise to a number of variants of BP in LDPC decoding that provide more elaborate informed schedules for R-BP, e.g., [14] .
Distributed wireless networks, such as in the application of cooperative spectrum sensing, however, pose new challenges for BP as there is practically no central entity to manage global information, hence making algorithms like tree reweighing BP (TR-BP) [11] and R-BP unusable in the distributed case. In [15] , [16] This letter proposes a novel R-BP algorithm for cooperative spectrum sensing that employs a stochastic message scheduler based on the residuals at each node. This will result in faster convergence, less overhead, and improved results, but also can be integrated with enhancing algorithms such as URW-BP for further performance gain. Our contributions are as follows:
• We devise for the first time to our knowledge, a general informed scheduling framework for distributed sensors.
• Based on the framework, we then present a stochastic R-BP (SR-BP) technique as a practical alternative to perform R-BP for distributed inference.
• We prove that when BP converges, given similar conditions to R-BP, SR-BP will also converge.
• A probability density function (pdf) parametrized by the residuals is proposed for an efficient message schedule.
• Simulation results illustrate that for cooperative spectrum sensing SR-BP greatly outperforms BP and can be used in conjunction with other BP variants like URW-BP. 1 
II. COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING AS DISTRIBUTED HYPOTHESIS TESTING
We consider a cognitive radio network where N SUs are distributed within a certain region. A PU transmits in the same area with a probability Pr(X) in which X ∈ {0, 1} is a binary variable representing the state of the channel, i.e., X = 0 is idle and X = 1 is busy, respectively. We assume a frequencyflat fading channel between the PU and the SUs. Let 
if the channel is idle,
in which the notation CN(a, b) denotes the complex Gaussian distribution with mean a and variance b. 2 the observation of all the SUs, and X s be the state of the channel inferred by SU s. The aim of SU s is to find the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP):
where cooperation between the SUs is implied in the condition. For simplicity, we assume that all correlations between the SUs are pairwise. 3 Hence, the joint pdf is written as
in which Φ s is the local potential function, and Φ s,r is the compatibility potential function [1] . We define the univariate potentials
, with λ s,r the correlation factor between nodes s and r which is sampled uniformly between [0.2, 4] as in [16] , and I(·) is the indicator function. Such a factorization as in (3) can be conveniently expressed as a graphical model such that factors are mapped to nodes, referred to as clusters, and edges connect clusters with common variables. To compute the marginals in (2) efficiently avoiding calculation on the joint pdf (3), BP is used.
BP calculates approximations of the marginals Pr(X s |Y ), called beliefs, b s (X s ) [11] . Once the graphical model of (3) is created, messages are passed between the clusters through the edges, until convergence or a specific number of iterations has passed.
In sum-product BP, the belief of each cluster (i.e., an approximation to the true marginal) at each iteration t is calculated as
where the messages are calculated by
where Ψ r (X r ) could be either Φ r (X r ) or Φ r,s (X r , X s ), depending upon the type of factor in the node. The notation N s denotes the set of neighboring clusters for cluster s. In addition, X r,s represents the common variables between r and s, which in this case simplifies to X s . The practical aspects of implementation can be found in [16] from where they are followed precisely. 4 
III. BP AS AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
To devise SR-BP, we first describe BP as an iterative method. For completeness and clarity, we will present all the necessary definitions as presented in [13] . Specifically, each message can be viewed as residing in some message space R ⊂ (R + ) d , where d denotes the dimension of the messages. 5 Hence, the set of messages, M, in a cluster graph is a subset of R |M| . 6 Let m and n denote the index of individual messages, v m and v n denote the mth and nth message respectively, and v = [v m , . . . , v n ] ∈ R |M| denote a joint assignment of a subset of the messages. The update (4) can be understood as a mapping function f m : R |M| → R that defines the mth message as a function of a subset of the messages. Then we can define an iterative method for each message m:
Assuming convergence, we have the fixed point
Finally, we consider the global update functions that contain the iterative methods for all messages. The messages can be updated synchronously (i.e., all together simultaneously at each iteration), or asynchronously (i.e., only a subset gets updated at each iteration). The equations for the two schemes are:
In the asynchronous case, we assume that there is a set of times T = {0, 1, 2, . . .} at which one or more components v m are updated. Also let T m be the set of times v m is updated. Then for the asynchronous case we adopt [ Practically, this means that as long as the algorithm has not converged, every message will keep being updated iteratively.
The main tool in convergence analysis is contraction. For a finite dimensional vector space V that has a vector norm · , define a mapping F : V → V to be a · -contraction if
If F(·) is a · -contraction, then a unique fixed point v * is guaranteed to exist, and applying F(·) iteratively,
is guaranteed to converge to v * , for all possible initial vectors v (0) ∈ V. In the message space R we define a message norm v m − w m that measures the distances between individual messages and a global norm that measures distances between points in R |M| . Following the analysis in [13] , we also use the max norm · ∞ for the global norm defined as
Given that convergence is guaranteed for the synchronous BP, i.e., F s is a · ∞ -contraction, Elidan et al. revealed that the asynchronous BP will also converge if there is a propagation schedule that guarantees that every message will be updated until convergence, i.e., Assumption III.1 [13] . The above is described in following theorem [13, Theorem 3.2] , which we will use to analyze the convergence of SR-BP:
Theorem III.2: If F s is a max-norm contraction, then any asynchronous propagation schedule that satisfies Assumption III.1 will converge to a unique fixed point [13] .
Moreover, [13] suggested that in an asynchronous message passing scheme, the messages that "carry" more information be propagated first as they will help the algorithm converge faster, and they defined the residual of a message as
This has led to the proposal of R-BP (residual BP) message passing, where at iteration t, all residuals are calculated and the message with the largest residual is propagated. That is,
R-BP typically converges more often and with less messages than both synchronous and asynchronous BP schemes, which have led to a variety of R-BP variants in the LDPC decoding application. Unfortunately, R-BP requires a centralized entity to compare all the residuals, making it unsuitable for BP in distributed networks. In this letter, we solve this by SR-BP.
IV. SR-BP
At every iteration of BP each node can transmit its location belief eq. (4). Consequently, each node has to decide if its message is "important" enough to transmit. Following the intuition, we propose a stochastic message passing schedule, in which each node transmits its belief at time slot t with the probability Pr r
which is the sigmoid function of the residual. Theorem IV.1: Assuming that the PGM already satisfies the max-norm contraction condition for the synchronous BP case, SR-BP will converge to a unique fixed point.
Proof: We only need to prove that SR-BP satisfies Assumption III.1. By definition, we have r 
Consequently, there will always be a positive probability that message m will be transmitted. Hence, there will be a T m , so that for any time t ≥ 0, message m will be updated and Assumption III.1 is satisfied. This completes the proof. It should be noted that by always having a positive transmission probability the silent node issue discovered in [14] is also resolved, as all nodes will get a chance to transmit. 
A. Ising Model
We consider random grids parameterized by the Ising model [1] . 7 A random grid with 11 × 11 nodes was created with univariate potentials Φ i (X i ) sampled from U[0, 1] for each variable, and pairwise potential Φ i, j (X i , X j ) = e λC(2I(X i ,X j )−1) where λ is sampled uniformly from [−0.5, 0.5] having some nodes to agree and disagree with each other randomly. Finally C is an agreement factor, where higher values impose stronger constraints on the "negotiations" between nodes, making convergence harder. In the simulations, 200 independent realizations were run for the network with 11 nodes and C = 10 and the algorithms were allowed to run until convergence or 300 iterations had passed. The results are summarized in Table I .
First, as expected, R-BP achieves convergence every time in the given scenario, requiring 73% less iterations on average and almost 96% less messages. Also, SR-BP performs pretty close to R-BP achieving only slightly worse convergence rate, and requiring 64% less iterations than BP, and around 95% less messages, hence a huge decrease in complexity and overhead. Finally, the KL divergence is almost identical between R-BP and SR-BP. Fig. 1 shows the cumulative percentage of convergence of all the algorithms as a function of iterations passed. Again, please note that even though SR-BP converges less than the centralized R-BP, it converges much faster if it does. 
B. Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
In this subsection, we assess the performance of SR-BP in the cooperative spectrum sensing scenario.
In the simulations, the SUs were deployed randomly in a circular area with unit diameter, and we define R as the maximum communication range between SUs, where R = 0.7. A total of 100 simulations were run, and there were 100 timeslots for each run, with maximum 300 iterations. Simulation results are shown in Table II . In the setup, convergence is much more difficult to achieve, due to the large number of interconnections possible by their high communication range, and the relatively large correlation factors {λ i, j }. Still, the proposed SR-BP manages to double the convergence percentage, using only approximately 29% of the message propagations required by BP. Therefore, in a real life application, SR-BP will achieve better convergence, with a possible 71% decrease in the required transmitted messages (i.e, both computational complexity and overhead).
Note that it is hard to compute the exact marginals for the spectrum sensing case. Instead we compute the ROC curves for the algorithms, as provided in Fig. 2 [17] . As can be seen, SR-BP has a better ROC curve than BP and ABP, achieving a curve that almost matches the one by the centralized R-BP.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this letter, we have presented a novel distributed message scheduling algorithm for running inference algorithms using BP in wireless networks and more specifically it was used for cooperative spectrum sensing in a cognitive radio network. We have proven that SR-BP message schedule will converge to a fixed point if synchronous schedule converges, and showcased the superiority of the proposed algorithm even in the more general non-convergent cases, in which it consistently manages to achieve higher convergence rates, better accuracy, as well as lower overhead and computational cost (the important metrics in cooperative spectrum sensing). It should be noted that this work is far more general and can be used in a large number of applications where distributed iterative algorithms are used. Future work will involve experimentation with more complicated discrete and continuous pdfs. Analysis of the contraction rate of SR-BP and possible alternative distributions that could be used to instigate message propagation. In conclusion, the analysis of message schedules for distributed algorithms has been quite overlooked by the research community despite all the advantages a good message schedule clearly provides. We hope that this work will trigger an increase in interest for this interesting field, with a wide range of applications.
